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Lessons learned from  

a decade of OECD analysis on  

competitiveness and climate change 
 



What is the international competitiveness 

issue in climate policy? 

1. Production costs increase from carbon pricing 
policy → 

2. Production and investment may shift to non-
regulated sectors in other countries → 

3. Loss of market share in regulated sector 

Changes in production and trade flows may also 
lead to increased emissions in non-regulated 
sectors = “carbon leakage” (but leakage can 
also occur through energy market channels) 
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• The first-best solution is to widen 
the scope of carbon pricing 
policies across sectors & regions 

• At the macro level, leakage and 
competitiveness impacts seem 
limited 

• Temporary compensating 
measures (BTAs, free allocation, 
output rebates, exemption, etc.) 
can smooth the transition, but are 
costly and not always effective 

• Sector shifts are an intended 
consequence of green growth 

Recent OECD Policy Brief on 

competitiveness and climate change 
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Principles for evaluating  

compensating measures 

Principle Indicators for Evaluation 

Effectiveness in addressing 
international competitiveness 
impacts 

 Sectoral output and employment 

 Sectoral profits and market share 

 International trade and investment flows 

 Emissions and leakage rates 

Economic Efficiency 

 Domestic welfare or GDP changes 

 Changes in carbon price 

 Cost per tonne of leakage reduced 

 Foregone government revenues 

Incentives for GHG reductions and 
innovation 

 Incentives for emissions reductions  

 Innovation impacts 

International Political Economy  International GDP or welfare changes 

Domestic Political Considerations 
 Impacts on affected stakeholder groups 

 Foregone government revenues 

Implementability 

 Estimates of implementation burden 

 The ability to obtain data needed to implement 

policy measures 
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Border Tax Adjustments can be costly and 

do not address competitiveness effects 

Effect of countervailing import tariffs in the case of 

a 50% reduction in EU countries by 2050

without 

countervailing  

tariffs

with 

countervailing  

tariffs

Leakage rates (%) 11.5 2.9

Output of EIIs (% 

deviation from BAU)

EU -4.0 -4.6

World -0.4 -0.6

GDP effect (% 

deviation from BAU)

EU -1.5 -1.8

Rest of the World 0.0 -0.1

Source: OECD (2009), Economics of Climate Change 

Mitigation: Policies and Options for Global Action beyond 2010. 
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For more information… 

• Visit www.oecd.org and the OECD’s website on 
climate change at www.oecd.org/env/cc   

• Information on the economics of mitigation can 
be found at www.oecd.org/env/cc/econ 

 

• Contact: Rob Dellink  

 Tel: +(33 1) 45 24 1953 

 rob.dellink@oecd.org 
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